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Session Objectives

• Understand what logical frameworks are and• Understand what logical frameworks are and 
their role in helping to define and articulate a 
project’s design.

• Practice constructing a logical framework using 
lessons from previous sessions.

Exercise
13.1—Construct a Logical Framework
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Logical Frameworks – What Are They?

L i l f k l fLogical frameworks or logframes:
• Are a planning tool to assist in project design, 

implementation and M&E
• Document a project’s design by combining results 

framework, performance indicators and critical 
assumptions into a matrixassumptions into a matrix

• Have both scientific (tests a development 
hypothesis) and management (results-based) 
aspects
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Logical Framework – Basic Information

O i i ll d l d f USAID i 1969• Originally developed for USAID in 1969
• Required for USAID projects from early 1970s until 

the early 1990s
• Used by most other development organizations –

World Bank, U.N. agencies, CIDA, GTZ, DfID and 
othersothers

• Web searches will produce a myriad of explanations 
of how to create a Logical Framework 
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Logical Framework Structure
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M&E Roadmap: Taken 
from PIRS



Logical Framework Structure
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If

If

Then

hypotheses as the 
Results Framework

Critical Assumptions

C iti l tiCritical assumptions are:
• Factors that project designers cannot (or choose 

not to) control but that could endanger success if 
the assumptions are incorrect. 

• Expectations that are fundamental to the functioning 
of the objectives hierarchyof the objectives hierarchy. 

• Possible risks but not probable risks.
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Critical Assumptions

Critical ass mptions tend to be er conte t specific b tCritical assumptions tend to be very context-specific, but 
there are common categories of assumptions that should 
be considered during project design:
• Plans, policies and actions of government(s)

• Plans, policies and actions of relief and development 
organizations operating in the project areaorganizations operating in the project area

• Trends in national and international markets (supply, 
demand, prices, credit, etc.)

• The possibility of human-made or natural disasters
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Applying the “If-Then” Logic 
to Critical Assumptions
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If activities are done as planned, on time, within budget and to an acceptably high 
standard, and the respective assumptions hold, then the resulting outputs will be 
delivered. 



Drafting Critical Assumptions

Beginning at the bottom of the logframe ith “inp ts ”Beginning at the bottom of the logframe with “inputs:”
• Ask “what conditions (especially external) must exist to 

achieve the next level up in the objectives hierarchy?”
• Write the answers in full sentences as desirable positive 

conditions. Example: Government health services will 
provide immunizations in a timely fashion.

• Check that you are both fairly confident these conditions 
will be realized and that project staff can monitor them.

• You do not need to have an assumption at each level. 
This is not about filling in all of the boxes!
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“Killer” Assumptions

“Killer” ass mptions are those critical ass mptions that are“Killer” assumptions are those critical assumptions that are 
both highly important to the project and unlikely to be true.

Schoolyard Garden Project
Project designers made the assumption that “Government will provide piped 
water to the targeted schools,” even though they knew that the Government 
did not have the budget required. Yet if the water was not somehow 
provided, the project would be “killed,” no matter how well executed the p , p j ,
other dimensions of the project might have been. 

A project must usually be redesigned if a “killer 
assumption” exists. If redesigning is not possible, then the 
project is not technically feasible.
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Logical Frameworks – Why Are They Important?

Impro e project design The process of sketching o tImprove project design – The process of sketching out 
a results framework, then fleshing it out into a logframe
promotes critical and clear thinking about your proposed 
project interventions. It helps answer these questions:
• Are the proposed interventions feasible and realistic?

• Do we have enough information to decide at this time?Do we have enough information to decide at this time?

• What risks and assumptions might affect the likelihood 
of success?
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Strengthen implementation Once implementation

Logical Frameworks – Why Are They Important?

Strengthen implementation – Once implementation 
begins, the logframe helps provide evidence of how well 
your project is working, thus allowing you to adapt or 
change things as needed.
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Comm nicate the project’s essence Logframes

Logical Frameworks – Why Are They Important?

Communicate the project’s essence – Logframes 
provide a complete at-a-glance overview of complex 
projects. 
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Incorporate M&E at the start Logframes enco rage

Logical Frameworks – Why Are They Important?

Incorporate M&E at the start – Logframes encourage 
consideration of M&E aims and approaches early in the 
design process. They provide the basic building blocks for 
constructing meaningful and cost-effective M&E plans and 
systems.
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F rnish an eas o tline for reporting Report riting

Logical Frameworks – Why Are They Important?

Furnish an easy outline for reporting – Report writing 
becomes easier because logframes lay out categories 
that focus on the progress of key objectives. This helps 
avoid long descriptive reports that do not convey 
important information.
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Common Critique of Logframes
• Logframes are overly complex and thus usually designedLogframes are overly complex and thus usually designed 

in a top-down fashion.

• Perhaps linked to that complexity, logframes encourage 
one-size-fits-all blueprints for development problems.

– Involving stakeholders in constructing/reviewing logframes 
allows community knowledge to inform project design.

– Development organizations always face this risk. In the balance, 
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• Logframes are structured to focus mostly on donor 
needs.

logframes are essential tools for testing assumptions and 
development hypotheses.

– All stakeholders benefit when managers have more and better 
tools to understand and detect project impacts…or lack thereof.



Logical Framework
Example: Peru Case

Narrative 
Summary

Objectively Verifiable
Indicators

Means of 
Verification

Critical
Assumptions

Goal: Improving 
water resources 
management 

Result: Water 
resources mgm’t
in the watersheds

Number of water resource 
management investments 
(dams, reservoirs, canals for 

Copies of investment 
documents from 
municipality in the watersheds 

of Piura improved 
(
irrigation, etc.) that have 
scientific and political validation 

p y

IR 1: Water 
management 
decisionmaking 
proc. restructured

1. # of cases of joint 
decisionmaking
2. % of decisions supported by 
joint planning tools
3. % of use of scientific input to 
analyze options

1. Key informant 
interviews by phone
2. Key informant 
interviews by phone
3. Working groups 
will self-report. 

Infrastructure is 
well constructed 
and maintained. 
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Exercise 13.1—Construct a Logical Framework

Objecti e Practice constr cting a logical frame orkObjective: Practice constructing a logical framework 
and using it to review the overall quality of a 
project design.

Instructions: Drawing from the other exercises 
completed this week, fill in the provided 
logical framework template After filling inlogical framework template. After filling in 
the template, review the overall project 
design by considering the questions. 

Working time: 60 min., presentations will be on Friday
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Questions and Comments

?
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